
 

Kya Kehna Torrent Download is a new Indian romantic-comedy that is directed by Pooja Bhatt and is also one of the many
movies that is part of her film line-up. This movie stars, Abhishek Bachchan, Preity Zinta, Ranvir Shorey and produced by
Twinkle Khanna. This movie tells the story of two strangers who are thrown together after their lives collide due to their
respective marriage proposals for each other's daughters. The story unfolds as they find themselves growing closer to each other
in time with their daughters who start spending more time with them outside the house. 

This movie was released in the year 2001 and was highly successful at the box office. It became a super hit, grossing almost 9
crores worldwide. It won 7 out of 8 filmfare awards which includes best music director, best story and best screenplay for Pooja
Bhatt, best comedy for Milan Luthria, best editing for Shyamal Dewan and also a special award for Preity Zinta as she became
the first ever actress to win a Filmfare award without being nominated in any category. 

You can now download Kya Kehna Full Movie Torrent Download with high quality from our website as we have uploaded it as
HDrip BluRay 720p MP4 Full Movie torrent. Download Kya Kehna Full Movie Torrent Download with high quality from our
website as we have uploaded it as HDrip BluRay 720p MP4 Full Movie torrent. "Kya Kehna" is a 2002 Bollywood comedy film,
directed by Pooja Bhatt and written by Pooja Halliker. It stars Abhishek Bachchan, Preity Zinta, Ranvir Shorey and Ronit Roy
in the lead roles along with Sanjay Dutt, Tinnu Anand and Preeti Jhangiani in supporting roles. The songs were composed by
Anu Malik while Raam Laxman wrote the lyrics. Kya Kehna (meaning "What will happen") had a worldwide release on 19
August 2002 and it premiered at Maratha Mandir Cinema, Mumbai. The two families live on the same street and one day Kya's
father's car gets stolen by Sanju (Sonu Walia). Sanju is later caught by inspector D'Mello (Ronit Roy). After this encounter,
Sanju begins to like Kya. Later, both Kya and Kunal go to their relatives' home in the mountains for the summer vacation where
they meet each other for the first time. They instantly begin to argue with each other which leads to them hating each other. But
in the end they start to fall for each other. They exchange contact numbers and promise to keep in touch when they go back
home. Back in Mumbai, Kunal tells his father that he wants to marry Kya because he is in love with her. The father, Bhadri
Pratap Singh (Ranvir Shorey) is a very strict person who wants his daughter to marry a rich man and not a poor guy like Kunal.
He agrees but only if Sanju comes to them and tells them that he has money from his family business and thus will be able to
support Kya financially.
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